Tenure-track position in development economics or development studies at CERDI and at the School of Economics of the Université Clermont Auvergne

(job offer TT EC 0168, deadline for applications May 16, 2021)

CERDI (https://cerdi.uca.fr/) and the School of Economics of the Université Clermont Auvergne (UCA) invite applications for one tenure-track position starting in September 2021. The position is based in Clermont-Ferrand, France.

Applicants are expected to show outstanding commitment to research in development economics or development studies, in collaboration with economists. This position is open to economists and other social scientists. Candidates must have obtained a PhD abroad or have a post-doctoral professional experience abroad (outside France).

The tenure review will take place 3 to 5 years after the initial appointment, and if successful, the candidate will obtain a permanent position as full professor.

For the first three years, the position offers a reduced teaching load and the possibility to teach all courses in English. A portion of the courses will be taught in French after the first three years.

The annual base gross salary is 37,000 euros.

CERDI is a research center in development economics established in 1976. It hosts 40 faculty members from Université Clermont Auvergne, the CNRS (the French National Research Center) and the IRD (the Research Institute on Development), and approx. 90 PhD students. The School of Economics of UCA gathers 400 graduate students and approx. 600 undergraduate students, from more than 50 different countries.

CERDI has close relationships with national, regional and international organizations in charge of development policies (French Development Agency, DEVCO European Union, African Bank of Development, World Bank and International Monetary Fund).

Applications should be submitted no later than May 16, 2021 to the Human Resource Department of the Université Clermont Auvergne (more information available here: https://www.uca.fr/universite/travailler-a-luca/recrutement-de-chercheurs-et-enseignants-chercheurs-en-cdd-contract-researchers-research-professors-recruitment). Two reference letters should be sent directly to Ms. Patricia Anchel (email to patricia.anchel@uca.fr), the administrative assistant of the selection committee.

Interested candidates can address their requests for additional information to Ms. Patricia Anchel (patricia.anchel@uca.fr).